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1 Executive Summary
The present report is a public deliverable (Deliverable D3.2) of the MAGNITUDE H2020 funded European
project. The MAGNITUDE project aims to develop business and market mechanisms, as well as supporting
coordination tools to provide flexibility to the European electricity system, by enhancing the synergies
between electricity, heating/cooling and gas systems.
The objective of this deliverable is to identify, elaborate and evaluate future market schemes for multienergy systems. Currently, electricity, gas and heat are traded in separated markets with very different
trading principles (e.g., trade types, pricing methods) and different temporal specifications (i.e., temporal
resolution, clearing horizon, gate closure times). As an example, the majority of gas is traded on a long term
yearly basis, whereas more and more electricity is traded on a more short term hourly basis typically a day
in advance or even closer to real time. Organised heat markets are currently non-existent and, in most
situations, a fixed heat price applies.
This report proposes possible multi-carrier market schemes which can better reflect the interaction and
interdependencies between the different energy carriers, which eventually can lead to higher overall social
welfare. The report specifically focuses on the design of day-ahead (DA) multi-carrier energy markets as
this is seen as the first step.
Several market dimensions have been introduced that enable us to characterise different market schemes.
These dimensions are mostly driven by the existing European electricity markets and more specifically short
term markets, i.e. day-ahead and intraday markets. The following dimensions are considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade type
Carrier-related order types
Market pricing methods
Location-dependent pricing methods
Temporal aspects
Multi-carrier market integration
Locality of the market
Market sequence
Level of decentralisation

In the context of this work, two dimensions are of special importance as they represent the extent to which
the physical reality of multi-energy systems and their locality is taken into account in the market design, i.e.
the multi-carrier market integration (the combination of single and/or multi-carrier markets chosen)1 and
the locality of these markets (the consideration of local and/or global markets)2. Based on these two
dimensions different multi-carrier market schemes have been identified. An overview is given in Table 1.

1

In a single carrier market the inter-dependencies (i.e., linkages) between different carriers are not considered in the
orders nor in the clearing process, while in a multi-carrier market, inter-dependencies (i.e., linkages) between various
carriers are explicitly considered in the orders and consequently in the clearing process.
2
Within the context of this deliverable, a Global market is defined as a market operated by a global market operator
which manages energy trades at large regional-wide scale (e.g., national, supra-national) (mostly over high-voltage
electricity network or high-pressure gas pipeline system). A Local market is defined as a market operated by a local
market operator which manages energy trades at smaller local geographical scales comprising for example one or
multiple medium or low voltage electricity network(s), low pressure gas network(s) and/or heat network(s).
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Table 1: Overview of multi-carrier market schemes: scope, advantages and disadvantages.

Market scheme

Scope

Advantages

Disadvantages

MS 1: Single
carrier energy
market scheme

Separate day-ahead
energy markets are
organised for
different energy
carriers (i.e., gas,
heat, electricity)

•

Least effort to shift
from the current
situation.

•

Market participants with
conversion technologies are
exposed to more uncertainty.

•

Limited complexity in
market clearing and
product definition.

•

Risk for unprofitable accepted bids
/ infeasible market outcome.

•

Not necessarily global
maximisation of social welfare.

Multi-carrier
markets for gas,
heat and electricity
at the local level.
Single carrier
markets for
electricity and gas at
the global level.

•

Addresses the need for
more energy system
integration at the local
level

•

Need for more complex clearing
and order formats at local level.

•

More complex bidding system
needed to generate multi-carrier
orders.

MS2: Mixed
single and
multi-carrier
energy market
scheme

MS3: Coexisting
global and local
multi-carrier
energy market
scheme

MS4:
Local
multi-carrier
energy market
scheme

Unique multi-carrier
market for
electricity and gas at
the global level.
Multiple local multicarrier markets for
heat, gas and
electricity at the
local level.

Only local multicarrier markets for
heat,
gas
and
electricity.

•

Still realistic shift from
current situation.

•

•

Local economic multicarrier system
optimisation possible.

More difficult to coordinate the
interactions between local and
global markets.

•

Local multi-carrier markets might
be rather illiquid.

•

Not necessarily global
maximisation of social welfare

•

Need for more complex clearing
and order formats at both global
and local levels.

•

More complex bidding system
needed to generate multi-carrier
orders.

•

More difficult to coordinate the
interactions between local and
global markets.

•

Local multi-carrier markets might
be rather illiquid.

•

Not necessarily global
maximisation of social welfare.

•

Drastically different from the
current practice and evolution.

•

Need for more complex clearing
and order formats.

•

More complex bidding system
needed to generate multi-carrier
orders.

•

Need
for
more
complex
communication/coordination
between different local markets.

•

Local multi-carrier markets might
be rather illiquid.

•

Not necessarily global maximisation
of social welfare.

•

Lack of a system wide view.

•

•

•
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Linkages
between
carriers can be captured
on the market at both
local and global levels.

Linkages
between
carriers
can
be
represented on the
market at local level.
Depending
on
the
implementation, market
participants may have
more autonomy.
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Market scheme

Scope

Advantages

Disadvantages

MS5:
Unified
multi-carrier
energy market
scheme

One unique multicarrier market for
heat,
gas
and
electricity.

•

Global maximisation of
social
welfare
is
possible.

•

Need for more complex clearing
and order formats.

•

•

Market Participants only
need to consider one
market for the different
carriers.

More complex bidding system
needed to generate multi-carrier
orders.

•

High computational complexity.

In the context of the MAGNITUDE project, choices for some of the other dimensions introduced above,
have already been fixed based on current practices in electricity and other energy markets across the EU.
In particular, trading will be done through a power exchange. We assume zonal pricing (or market splitting)
with a uniform price auction. Regarding the temporal aspects, we adopt interval clearing for the DA market
clearing; the clearing horizon will be 24 hours with a temporal resolution of one hour (or possibly a quarter
of an hour). In addition, a call market is assumed where energy orders are traded at a specific time. Both
single and multi-carrier orders are considered, including multi-carrier orders representing carrier-agnostic
demands or offers.
Other dimensions such as the level of decentralisation and the market sequence are left open at this stage.
Different options regarding these dimensions will be examined in the next phases of the MAGNITUDE
project, when some of the market schemes will be designed more in detail.
Table 2 provides a qualitative evaluation of the five Multi-carrier market schemes based on three
indicators: “economic efficiency”, “confidentiality level” and “resemblance to the current EU energy market
designs” (see Table 5 in section 6.1 for more details). It should be noted that, as the market schemes
outlined above are still conceptual, the schemes can only be assessed and compared at a high-level (i.e., a
precise and detailed assessment is not possible at this stage). Therefore, the scoring presented in Table 2
should be interpreted as a relative and approximate comparison between different schemes.
Table 2: Preliminary qualitative KPI assessment for the five Multi-carrier market schemes.

Indicators
Social welfare

3

Confidentiality level4
Resemblance to the current EU energy market designs 5

Market Scheme
MS1
MS2

MS3

MS4

MS5

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

● Highest ● Higher ● Moderate ● Lower ● Lowest

In the next phases of the project, some of the market schemes introduced in this report will be further
studied, i.e. high level market schemes will be translated to more specific market designs. This entails the

3

The sum of economic surpluses across all market parties.
The level of detail of information about technical and economic constraints of the underlying portfolio of the market
participant shared with the market operator.
5
Extent to which the proposed multi-carrier market resembles the current market design across the EU regarding
legal, economic, and administrative aspects.
4
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development of market products (i.e. constraints) and bid types (i.e., order types), as well as the market
clearing mechanism for the chosen market schemes.
As a benchmark, the project considers a market scheme where the markets related to different carriers
(electricity, gas, and heat) are not coupled, i.e. market scheme 1. Market scheme 1 will thus be studied
more in detail by comparing different design possibilities, e.g. analysing the effect of the sequence in which
the different single-carrier markets will clear. When looking at Table 2, it is clear that market scheme 1
relatively scores best on “confidentiality level” and “resemblance to the current EU energy market designs”,
whereas “economic efficiency” is expected to be lower. Again, when looking at Table 2, it seems logical to
further study market scheme 5 as this can be regarded as “the best case” with respect to aggregated welfare
maximisation. In addition, it could be worthwhile to look into market scheme 2 and 3 as these schemes
entail a more realistic shift from the current situation and solutions could be sought to come quite close to
social welfare optimisation. Market scheme 4 won’t be further studied as it is the farthest from current
reality and would entail a whole new approach which is not considered in the scope of the MAGNITUDE
project.
A final decision on the market schemes and accompanying designs to model, implement and study, will be
made in the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project. In addition, a quantitative assessment will be carried
out as market simulations will be performed for a certain scenario to compare the performance of the
selected and implemented multi-energy market designs with the benchmark design which will be based on
Market Scheme 1. This will allow to update and complement the KPI assessment with other KPIs (i.e.
“computational complexity”6, “cost benefit analysis”7, “bidding algorithm complexity”8, “mathematical
problem type”9 , “integration of RES”) taking into account the results of the detailed analyses.
Beyond the conceptual work being done in the MAGNITUDE project, the comparison of market designs
would require more thorough analyses, including a CBA (Cost Benefit Analysis) taking into account the
implementation costs and the impact on the transactions costs for all the stakeholders involved before
considering a real-life implementation. This is however not in scope of the MAGNITUDE project.

6

Computational complexity of a market is defined as the lump sum of all the computational times to run all the market
clearing algorithms.
7
Cost benefit analysis is measured by the net revenue of a market participant per carrier which is calculated as the
energy (of specific carrier) produced/consumed at every time instant times the price of the energy market of that
carrier at the time.
8
Complexity of the expected simplest bidding algorithm problem formulation to create the most complex order
format defined on the market.
9
Complexity class of the expected market clearing problem formulation e.g., linear programme (LP), quadratics
programme (QP), mixed integer linear programme (MILP), mixed integer nonlinear programme (MINLP).
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2 Introduction
This report is a public deliverable (Deliverable D3.2) of the MAGNITUDE H2020 funded European project.

2.1 The MAGNITUDE project
The MAGNITUDE project aims to develop business and market mechanisms, as well as supporting
coordination tools to provide flexibility to the European electricity system, by enhancing the synergies
between electricity, heating/cooling and gas systems. In particular, MAGNITUDE’s goal is to identify
possible flexibility options to support the cost-effective integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and
the decarbonisation of the energy system, and to enhance the security of supply.
To achieve this goal, MAGNITUDE will:
•
•
•

•

Provide technological and operational tools to enable the provision of flexibility to the electricity
system by Multi-Energy Systems (MESs).
Develop enhanced business and market mechanisms and identify potential regulatory evolutions
to exploit the full potential value of the flexibility provided.
Validate the project results on seven real life case studies of multi-energy systems of different sizes
and technological features (including key “cross-sector” technologies), located in seven European
countries with different regulations, support schemes, and geopolitical characteristics (Austria,
Denmark, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom).
Propose recommendations and contribute to the definition of policy strategies in a pan-European
perspective and spread the project achievements towards stakeholders in the electricity, heat and
gas sectors to raise awareness and foster a higher collaboration.

MAGNITUDE addresses the challenge to bring under a common framework, technical solutions, market
design and business models, to ensure that its results can be integrated in the overall ongoing policy
discussion in the energy field.

2.2 Objective and scope of Deliverable D3.2
The objective of this deliverable is to identify, elaborate and evaluate future market schemes for multienergy systems by:
•

•

•

Proposing multi-energy market schemes which allow to increase synergies between the different
energy systems under consideration, i.e. gas, electricity and heating, taking into account the
potential coupling between the respective markets.
Evaluating the identified market schemes in terms of Key Performance Indicators. The evaluation
will be done qualitatively at this stage, as the effective modelling of specific market designs will be
done during the next phases of the project.
Selecting the most promising future multi-energy market schemes for cross system integration
based on this evaluation, which will be studied further in the MAGNITUDE project.

©MAGNITUDE Consortium
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This report first gives an overview of the current status and potential evolutions of the electricity, heat and
gas markets. Afterwards, several market dimensions are introduced, based on which, several innovative
multi-carrier market schemes are proposed and described. Next, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are
identified which can be used to assess and analyse the effectiveness of various market schemes and - in the
next phases of the project – also of more specific market designs regarding their technical merits, economic
benefits and computational complexities. Based on a subset of these KPIs, the different market schemes
proposed in this report are finally compared.
A glossary with the most important terms is given in Appendix A - Glossary

©MAGNITUDE Consortium
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3 Current status and expected evolutions
3.1 Current status of energy markets across Europe
Electricity markets operate on different geographical and time levels. Electricity can be traded from realtime (balancing markets) to long-term perspective (futures markets) and on several perimeters. Within
Deliverable 3.1 of the MAGNITUDE project (Cauret, et al., 2019), the different market segments have been
described and analysed for different countries, i.e. spot markets (day-ahead and intraday), balancing and
frequency regulation, supplemented with elements on capacity requirement mechanisms and congestion
management. Because the basic needs of electricity systems are the same across Europe, there is a growing
trend to harmonise electricity markets. Currently, most of the European countries have coupled their dayahead electricity markets and, since June 2018, also their intraday electricity markets. For the other market
segments, a larger diversity is observed in the considered countries although initiatives are taken to
harmonise balancing mechanisms across Europe (Cauret, et al., 2019). Most diversity can be found when
comparing capacity requirement and congestion management mechanisms (Cauret, et al., 2019). Finally, it
is worth to note that the emergence of local energy markets is also gaining interest, in particular in order
to face the issue of congestion management.
Deliverable 3.1 of the MAGNITUDE project also looked into gas and heat markets (Cauret, et al., 2019).
Generally, wholesale gas markets can be divided regarding their time perspective. In the very long-term,
there are still bilateral contracts in place, which are negotiated between suppliers and shippers.
Alternatively to bilateral trading, organised markets are in place. Trading times differ between years,
quarters, months, weeks or on short-term in day-ahead and intraday. Like for electricity markets, although
similarities can be found, the characteristics of the gas markets are rather heterogeneous in the EU
countries studied within MAGNITUDE (Cauret, et al., 2019).
The heat market is strongly season-dependent. Moreover, due to potential network losses, heat is
characterised as a local commodity leading to a shorter and local value chain. Most often (district) heating
systems are organised as monopolies, i.e. there is mostly one supplier of heat and several consumers. Heat
is produced by large centralised or smaller decentralised heat generation units, which are dimensioned to
cover the demand of more than one consumer. In the heat sector, there is generally no “organised” markets
as such, even though, some sorts of heat market mechanisms can be found involving a day ahead planning
and intraday adjustments between the heat producers and the operator of the mechanism, like for the
integrated heat market implemented in the Greater Copenhagen area in Denmark (Cauret, et al., 2019) .
Currently, the markets for heat, gas and electricity are not harmonised.

3.2 Motivation, goals and challenges for multi-carrier energy markets
Multi-carrier energy systems, in which different energy vectors interact with each other, have recently been
receiving increasing attention from the scientific10 and regulatory communities11, as this concept represents
an important opportunity to decrease CO2 emissions, and improve the performance of the energy system
10

See e.g., (Dall'Anese, Mancarella, & Monti, 2017) (Mancarella, 2014) (Ordoudis, Pinson, & Morales, 2019) (Xiao,
Wang, Pinson, & Wang, 2018) (van Stiphout, Virag, Kessels, & Deconinck, 2018).
11
See e.g., (EC, 2016) (De Vita, et al., 2018) (Ringel & Knodt, 2018).
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by combining the benefits from the different energy carriers. Multi-carrier energy systems already exist
today (e.g., energy systems with energy conversion technologies such as combined heat and power, gas
turbine, heat pump, electric boilers, chillers,…) (Geidl, 2007), but most of these systems are currently
characterised by relatively low penetration rates of conversion and storage technologies. Moreover, the
energy systems are typically economically decoupled in time by separate markets with different time
frames, as discussed in section 3.1.
Today, the different energy vectors are thus largely operated in a decoupled, independent way. However,
several drivers point towards a need for more energy system integration, including:
•

Ambition for carbon dioxide (CO2) emission reductions, which eventually leads to more coupling
between different energy carriers in order to increase energy end use efficiency.
• Increased uncertainty in electricity systems due to increased integration of variable RES (VRES) and
the subsequent need for extra flexibility in the electricity system (and markets).
• Increased ambition of local energy sufficiency and independency (e.g. on a single house or district
level, but also on a regional level).
• An uptake of energy storage technologies (thermal, mechanical, electrochemical, chemical,
electrical).
• Changes in gas markets and push from long term trading towards more short term trading.
• Increased penetration of multi-carrier conversion technologies such as CHP.
• Introduction of need for energy as a service (e.g. pleasant temperature is the “desired product”,
and it can be achieved from different energy vectors, i.e. from electric energy using an electric
boiler, from gas energy using a gas boiler, or from a district heating network) as opposed to the
need for a certain energy form.
All these drivers strengthen the need for the introduction of coupled multi-carrier energy systems and
markets. This brings several other benefits. Firstly, advantages of specific properties of different energy
carriers can be exploited (e.g. electricity can be transmitted over long distances with relatively low losses,
while gas can be stored efficiently employing relatively simple and cheap technologies). Secondly, there is
an expected increase in reliability of supply across energy carriers from the consumer’s perspective as the
supply is no longer fully dependent on a single energy carrier (e.g. heat demand can be fulfilled by
transforming gas into heat or electricity into heat). Finally, the market coupling of multi carrier systems
increases possibilities to reuse waste energy obtained as a by-product (e.g. excess heat in energy intensive
industries can be fed to district heating networks or converted into electricity and fed into the electricity
network).
In the current market setup, opportunities for price arbitrage among the energy carriers have already
arisen. Even in the current circumstances, the market prices of the energy carriers influence each other,
but multi-carrier energy systems cannot be fully integrated in the current energy system economics without
proper multi-carrier energy market design. Therefore, in this deliverable, we propose possible multi-carrier
market schemes, which allow to better reflect the interaction between the different energy carriers.

3.3 Future markets for multi-energy systems within MAGNITUDE
Electricity markets are nowadays the leading type of energy markets (higher liquidity, more advanced
administration, etc.) (Karan & Kazdagli, 2011). In that line, they are a suitable source of inspiration for multicarrier energy market design, and a good starting point for the transition from the current practice to a
future multi-carrier energy market design. As already mentioned, Deliverable 3.1 of the MAGNITUDE
project (Cauret, et al., 2019) analysed the different electricity market segments for different countries, i.e.
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spot markets (day-ahead and intraday), balancing and frequency regulation, supplemented with elements
on capacity requirement mechanisms and congestion management.
In the context of this project, the design of a day-ahead (DA) multi-carrier energy market is seen as the
first step towards a multi-carrier energy market design. Some reasons for this are: a) the proximity of the
day-ahead market clearing to real time which makes forecasts more accurate than for longer term markets,
b) liquidity of the existing day-ahead markets (especially electricity markets across Europe) compared to
closer to real time markets, c) possibility to take inter-temporal physical constraints into account, and d)
sufficient time to organise the operation and run the market clearing before the operation. As a second
step, markets closer to real time (intraday) can be considered to be able to cope with deviations. For the
other markets or mechanisms that are designed to provide services to the electricity grid (i.e. balancing
and frequency regulation, capacity requirement mechanisms and congestion management) a similar
counterpart for heat and gas cannot be found. Moreover, they are specifically designed to cope with the
limitations of the physical infrastructure (i.e. networks and generating units) of a single carrier. It is hard to
imagine multi-carrier balancing and frequency regulation mechanisms (or even congestion management
mechanisms). Due to different physical properties, close to real time, the electricity system operational
needs differ significantly from the gas and heat system operational needs. For these markets and
mechanisms it is therefore not relevant (at this stage) to consider integrated multi-carrier markets and
these are thus not considered in the scope of this report. However, we would like to point out that, although
these mechanisms are sometimes regulated with particular eligibility status such as timing, penalties etc.,
the selection process for such mechanisms is becoming more market-based (Cauret, et al., 2019) and better
alignment of these mechanisms for the carriers could be an interesting topic for future research.
In the remainder of the report, we will focus on the design of a day-ahead (DA) multi-carrier energy
market12. The design of a day-ahead multi-carrier energy market is rather complex for a number of technical
and regulatory reasons. Complexity in multi-carrier market design comes from the technical interactions
and interdependencies between different energy carriers and their effects on trade. This has to be reflected
in the market clearing and by the generation of orders. On the other hand, the market design has to satisfy
requirements on non-discriminatory access, fairness, simplicity, and transparency. The market design
should thus accommodate for communicating inter-temporal and cross-carrier constraints of market
participants, while ensuring technology-neutrality. In this respect, it should also be noted that too much
complexity in the types of orders may decrease the efficiency of the coupling algorithm as well as the ability
of providers to prepare and submit offers, and thus decrease the reliability, legibility and transparency of
the market and therefore, a compromise has to be found. Finally, the market design should be able to
handle the locality of some energy carriers. The reason is, energy systems of some carriers (e.g. heat) are
in essence local and typically span a district, whereas others (e.g., electricity and gas) are more global and
span (cross-) countries.

12

The choice for the design of a day-ahead multi-carrier energy market does not prevent us to set the gate closure
time closer to real time, so that it can be used as an intra-day market as well if needed.
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4 Market dimensions
In this chapter we define dimensions that enable us to define different market schemes and in the next
phases of the project, accompanying market designs13. These dimensions are mostly driven by the existing
European electricity markets and more specifically short term markets, i.e. day-ahead and intraday markets.
The following dimensions are considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trade type
Carrier-related order types
Market pricing methods
Location-dependent pricing methods
Temporal aspects
Multi-carrier market integration
Locality of the market
Market sequence
Level of decentralisation

In what follows the abovementioned dimensions are discussed in more detail.

4.1 Trade type
Energy trades in electricity markets today are organised in 3 different ways:
•
•
•

Bilateral trades,
power pools,
power exchanges.

Bilateral trades
Bilateral trade (i.e., over-the-counter trade) is a transaction between two parties without involvement of a
market operator. This type of trade is not anonymous and is often used for long term supply contracts or
financial hedging. Bilateral trades can also be organised through a broker. Given the lack of transparency
and of historical data, a market based on bilateral trades will not be further considered here.
Power pools
A power pool is the result of a public initiative (i.e., in which a government implements competition at the
wholesale level) and, therefore, participation is very often mandatory. Each unit, as opposed to each energy
company, submits an order comprising different information, such as an energy offer, specification of its
techno-economic data (including its start-up and shut-down time-periods and costs).
There are two pool structures, depending on the nature of the supply curves submitted by generating
companies:
•

cost-based pool: generators can offer prices based on (predetermined) variable costs,

13

A market scheme describes the fundamental basis for integrated multi-carrier energy markets. A market design, is
one realisation (out of many) that is possible under a certain market scheme. Market designs in particular specify the
bidding products (orders) that market participants can use, and the pricing rules which apply when clearing the
market.
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•

price-based pool: generators can offer any price they like.

In power pools, the system operator has typically full observability of the system, so network or reliability
constraints can be directly incorporated. Buyers are obliged to procure power only from the pool and
therefore, there is no direct trading between producers and consumers.
One advantage of a power pool structure is that it allows for the implementation of Locational Marginal
Pricing (LMP) and is therefore in academic society considered as an ideal market model (as the nodal prices
are expected to perfectly reflect all costs of supplying electricity at given nodes and manage congestion at
the same time) (see further)14. One potential disadvantage of a power pool is that the system operator has
full observability of the system and certain confidential information about a portfolio (e.g., variable costs)
is shared, which may generate data privacy issues for some market participants.
A power pool typically operates on a day-ahead or intraday basis.
Power Exchange
In a power exchange (PX), participation is voluntary (Karas & Sulamaa, 2013) and therefore, traders can
decide either to utilise the PX or to directly negotiate bilateral contracts with suppliers. In power exchanges,
electricity is traded by means of two different order types: simple orders (offers/requests), and complex
orders (including, but not limited to block orders, linked block orders, flexible hourly orders, convertible
block orders).15
Sellers and buyers submit their energy orders (offers and requests) to the market clearing operator. In a
classical setting, the market clearing operator determines the market clearing price and market clearing
volume based on the intersection of the aggregated supply and demand curves. A PX typically operates on
a day-ahead or intraday basis.
The main advantage of a power exchange compared to pool types is anonymity. It reduces the amount of
confidential information shared with a third party (system or market clearing operator).
Compared to bilateral trades, a power exchange has several advantages such as price transparency,
standardisation of products exchanged, the reduction of price-risk exposure and the absence of counterparty risk. Standardisation of products can increase the visibility of available capacities for exchanges but,
at the same time, also reduce liquidity if available assets cannot match the characteristics required for
standard products. Bilateral trades can more easily be adapted to the needs and capacities available but
they lack transparency.
A key characteristic of current PX is that the market clearing operator has an approximate observability of
the system, provided by the system operators. Therefore, network constraints are only considered
approximately, which may lead to suboptimal market outcomes in terms of social welfare. Most of the time,
additional checks and actions by the system operators after the market clearing are required to ensure
stable system operation (i.e., so-called redispatch).

14

Locational pricing is sometimes seen as undesirable from the regulatory perspective for the end consumers as it
discriminates based on location. Another potential concern of locational pricing is market power due to a possible lack
of liquidity.
15
Complex orders are orders that enable to capture a part of the underlying physical interdependencies and reflect
them in the market clearing process by means of market products.
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4.2 Carrier-related order types
Market participants announce their offers and requests to the market operator in the form of order pairs
(quantity and price), with additional technical constraints or links between orders where applicable. A
simple supply or demand order is a set of price-volume pairs for the defined market resolution (e.g., a single
hour) and market clearing horizon (e.g., day ahead).
In the context of multi-carrier energy markets, a distinction can be made between Single carrier orders and
Multi-carrier orders:
•
•

A single carrier order only considers one carrier. It is a supply or demand order for a single energy
carrier which includes all information on quantity, price, etc.
A multi-carrier order considers more than one carrier (at least two). It is an advanced order type
which reflects the multi-carrier techno-economic constraints of a conversion technology or of a
market participant’s portfolio.

As a special case of multi-carrier orders, Carrier-agnostic orders can be considered, which means that a
market participant expresses its total energy needs without restrictions on which carriers can provide the
energy needed. An analogue version of carrier-agnostic orders can also be considered for sellers. Such
carrier-agnostic orders can be expressed in terms of multi-carrier orders, as orders for each carrier with a
constraint linking the acceptance of each order per carrier, to ensure that the total energy bought is below
the total needs of the market participant. One disadvantage of using carrier-agnostic orders is that it can
result in non-transparency due to the possible non-intuitiveness in understanding the market results. As an
example, a carrier-agnostic order could typically be used for a large building or facility which can be heated
by using either gas, electricity or heat directly obtained from a local district heating network. In that case,
the owner would place a carrier-agnostic order specifying the energy needs for heating purposes, without
imposing that this energy should come from the gas, electricity or heat network.

4.3 Market pricing methods
We assume that multi-carrier energy markets will use pricing methods similar to the electricity market ones
as those are perceived by many actors as most mature. Generally-speaking, two different pricing methods
can be described, i.e. uniform pricing and pay-as-bid pricing.
Uniform price auction
In a uniform price auction, all transactions for a specific product are settled based on one uniform market
clearing price (requests/offers that are accepted by the market clearing operator are settled at the same
market clearing price). Under this auction type, bidders have incentives to bid at their true costs to increase
their chance of being cleared in the market. This auction type is the most commonly practiced one in most
day-ahead energy markets in power exchanges in Europe. Note that due to the non-convexities present in
such day-ahead electricity markets, it may be needed to paradoxically reject some “non-convex bids” which
are profitable at the computed market prices16.

16

Some energy markets like day-ahead electricity markets are said to be non-convex because modelling them requires
the introduction of non-convex mathematical objects. Elementary non-convexities are introduced for example by
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Pay-as-bid auction
In a pay-as-bid auction, cleared transactions are settled based on their bid price. Pay-as-bid is the most
common pricing method in intraday as well as in reserve markets in European power systems (Cauret, et
al., 2019).

4.4 Location-dependent pricing methods
When electricity is being transmitted from point A to point B, it does not necessarily flow along the
financially contracted path. Instead, it follows the laws of physics and propagates through all transmission
lines connecting the two points. There are two main location-dependent pricing methods that are used to
reflect this physical reality in the clearing process: Nodal pricing and Zonal pricing (Pär & Lazarczyk, 2015).
Nodal Pricing
Nodal pricing is defined by Schweppe et al. (Schweppe, Caramanis, Tabors, & Bohn, 2013) as the locational
price that equals the marginal cost of supplying the next increment electric demand at a specific node
(location) on the electric transmission network.17 One specific property of nodal pricing is that it accounts
for the physical characteristics of the electrical grid. It represents a complete market, as it accounts for
transmission capacity and electrical energy simultaneously at spatial and temporal level, and so eliminates
the spatial arbitrage opportunities (i.e., making profit by buying power from a zone and selling it in another)
that may arise from physical constraints of the grid (Oggioni & Smeers, 2012). Nodal pricing is implemented
for instance in South America (e.g., Argentina, Chile), New Zealand, Russia, Singapore and restructured
electricity markets in the US. This type of pricing method is not implemented in the EU.
Zonal Pricing
Zonal pricing is an aggregated version of nodal pricing, in which nodes are aggregated to form a limited
number of price zones. The aggregation can be physically-based (through a network model), politicallybased (based on geographical borders of a country) or economically-based (relying only on the prices)
(Bjørndal, Bjørndal, & Gribkovskaia, 2013). With either option, the system is divided into fewer price zones
(which is less than the number of connection points). Finding a division of nodes into zones that remains
valid for all relevant operating states is a difficult task to fulfil, as there are various factors involved. The
division can be made based on the properties of the network (e.g. two Danish electricity price zones) or
based on borders of administrative regions (e.g. a country such as France).
In zonal pricing, every zone has a uniform market price. Therefore, the impact of intra-zonal physical
limitations is not considered in the zonal price formation, and must be resolved by additional mechanisms.

binary variables needed to model indivisibilities of production (e.g. minimum power output levels of power plants) or
start-up costs incurred (a binary variable indicates when this start up occurs). In such non-convex settings, most of the
time, no market equilibrium supported by uniform prices exists, where uniform pricing means that each market
participant pays or receives a payment which depends only and linearly on a single price per market (location and time
period). In such context, many so-called pricing rules have been proposed in literature, specifying which nearequilibrium prices to compute and which side-payments should be paid to market participants, if any. These different
rules and potential pricing methods will be further studied in the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project.
17

Note that nodal pricing could also be applied to the distribution level.
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One problem of zonal pricing is that the power trades determined can be infeasible.18 In that case, the
system operator must trigger counter-trading operations to make the flows compatible with the physical
constraints of the grid. Re-dispatch is the process of providing incremental or decremental production and
consumption which may indirectly affect the market clearing results (Oggioni & Smeers, 2012) (Pär &
Lazarczyk, 2015).
Zonal pricing is politically more accepted in Europe. This is because it conforms to the definition of
congestion of Regulation 1228/2003 (ERGEG, 2009), which recognises congestion on interconnections only
because of international transactions. However, it falls short to fully conform to physics, as it neglects intrazonal congestion which can contribute to the congestion of one or several interconnectors (Ehrenmann &
Smeers, 2005).19

4.5 Temporal aspects
There are four temporal aspects of the market that will be discussed: temporal resolution, gate closure
time, clearing temporal interdependency and clearing horizon.

4.5.1 Temporal resolution
In a given market with a given horizon, commodities can be traded on different time basis (e.g., by quarter
of an hour, hourly, daily). Note that this measure characterises the temporal granularity of the orders that
participants submit to the market (i.e., the product length).

4.5.2 Gate closure time
Two different types of markets can be considered, depending on the gate closure time(s) applicable:
•
•

Call market
Continuous market

Call market
A call market (or closed gate auction) is a market where energy orders are traded at a specific time. The
market participants can submit their orders within a pre-defined time window. Market participants can
revisit their position in the market during this period. Once the market is closed, the market operator clears
the market and informs all participants at once about the results. The moment when the market ceases
receiving the orders is called the gate closure time (GCT). The price is determined through an auction and
market prices are determined according to some pricing rule.
Continuous market
In a continuous market however, trades are matched up on a continued basis (at the time they are
submitted to the market), as long as the market is open. The price is determined through an auction which

18

Note that the severity of this problem can be reduced by defining price zones such that major congestion points will
become visible as cross-zonal border capacities and therefore, being accounted for adequately.
19

The main disadvantages of zonal pricing are the lack of pricing transparency, the extra complexity that comes with
the settlement, especially in the cross-border trades and a relatively higher risk of gaming.
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is pay-as-bid. The key difference between continuous trading and a call market is that the former involves
the immediate execution of orders upon their receipt by the market operator.

4.5.3 Clearing temporal interdependency
The term temporal dependency corresponds to the characteristic of a market in which a decision that a
market agent makes at a time step, affects and/or is affected by decisions it makes in other time steps. The
extent to which the market clearing algorithm accounts for such intertemporal dependencies can lead to a
different market clearing outcome. We consider two clearing possibilities: single-period and interval
clearing.
Single-period clearing
In the case of single-period clearing, the market clears for every instant disregarding the temporal
interdependencies that may exist. The following diagram depicts this situation, where each block of the
clearing horizon corresponds to a time period, and has a different colour to indicate that clearing for that
period is independent of the clearing decisions made for the other periods. Note that the clearing frequency
should be consistent with the clearing horizon.
Max market
Clearing
duration

Gate closure
time (GCT)

Clearing horizon

Temporal granularity

Time between
acceptance and
delivery period
Clearing frequency

Time
Figure 1. A conceptual visualisation of single-period clearing: market clearing horizon, temporal granularity and clearing
frequency. Each block of the clearing horizon corresponds to a time period and has a different colour to indicate that clearing
for that period is independent of the clearing decisions made for the other periods.

Interval clearing
In contrast, in the interval clearing the market clears considering temporal interdependencies throughout
the market clearing horizon. This is depicted on the diagram below (where each block has now the same
colour).
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Clearing horizon

Max market
Clearing
duration

Gate closure time
(GCT)

Time between
acceptance and
delivery period starts

Temporal granularity

Clearing frequency

Time
Figure 2. A conceptual visualisation of interval market clearing: market clearing horizon, temporal granularity and clearing
frequency. Each block has the same colour to indicate that associated clearing decisions over the whole time horizon are
interdependent.

4.5.4 Clearing horizon
The market clearing horizon defines the period for which the market outcomes are calculated. The clearing
horizon can be fixed, (e.g. 24 hours in day-ahead market) or can be a receding (i.e. rolling) horizon. The
markets that are cleared under receding horizon are characterised by an additional parameter, the receding
horizon parameter as presented in Figure 3. Note that this receding horizon parameter should be consistent
with the clearing frequency. The receding horizon parameter is smaller than the market clearing horizon,
and defines which part of the market outcome is firm (fixed). A firm market outcome is a market outcome
that cannot be changed. The market clearing is repeated periodically, as defined by the clearing frequency.
In every new market clearing, it is possible to update the orders that were submitted for the non-firm time
instances.
Max market Clearing horizon
Clearing
duration

Gate closure time
(GCT)
Clearing frequency

Firm time steps
Non-firm time
steps

Time between acceptance and
delivery period starts

Time
Figure 3. A conceptual visualisation of receding (rolling) horizon market clearing: market clearing horizon, receding parameter
and iterations. Time periods with firm clearing decisions are in blue while time periods for which clearing decisions can still be
adapted are in light purple.

The main advantage of a receding market clearing is that it allows a higher clearing frequency while having
a view on more than just the next time step. A high clearing frequency is desirable since all market
participants can update their position/orders, based on updated/refined information. However, this
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requires a high reactivity from market parties, which might not be realistic depending on the considered
frequency. A key feature here is that, at the end of every iteration, the status of the uncertain (or not
accurate enough) factors is updated (as determined in that iteration) and their impact is reflected in the
clearing of the next receding horizon. This approach will allow to update all input parameters and to react
to any variation from the nominal or expected conditions (Silvente, Kopanos, Pistikopoulos, & Espuna,
2015) (Kopanos & Pistikopoulos, 2014).
The main drawback of receding market clearing is the computational cost. That is, depending on the
receding horizon, the number of clearings and scenarios increases drastically which subsequently makes it
computationally unaffordable to reach the optimal solution (Harjunkoski, et al., 2014).

4.6 Multi-carrier market integration
Complexity in multi-carrier market design comes from the underlying physical energy carrier coupling and
its effects on trades. Market linkages between carriers can be implicit or explicit (Stoft, 2002). An implicit
linkage causes the price in one market to influence the price in another market, without the existence of a
formal constraint to enforce this link. When explicit links are needed, different markets can be merged into
a multiproduct market (in our case a multi-carrier market). We therefore make a distinction between single
carrier markets and multi-carrier markets.
Single-carrier market.
In a single carrier market, the interdependencies (i.e., linkages) between different carriers are not
considered in the orders nor the clearing process. Implicit linkages can however exist, depending on the
chosen market design20. Note that single carrier markets largely fail to capture the physical reality (i.e.,
interdependencies that exist between different energy vectors) and therefore, may result in an unrealistic
market outcome. This shortcoming becomes more significant as the level of integration between various
energy carriers increases. The reason is then, the results of market clearing increasingly deviate from what
is happening in the actual physical system.
As an example, in case of existing single-carrier markets, there could be a synchronisation issue: a request
addressed to different energy carrier markets could be answered by one or the other and therefore become
obsolete for the other market(s) if players cannot adapt their positions
In a single carrier market only single carrier orders are considered.
Multi-carrier market
In a multi-carrier market, dependencies (i.e., linkages) between various carriers are explicitly considered in
the market products and the clearing process. The dependencies between carriers are captured through
multi-carrier order types (e.g., advanced orders which comprise a set of constraints that reflect how an
order in one carrier (e.g., electricity) is dependent on the market clearing price and/or quantity of another
carrier (e.g., heat and/or gas)). Detailed specifications for such advanced orders will be considered in the
next phases of the MAGNITUDE project.

20

In practice, current carrier markets already influence each other (at least for gas and electricity) as traders adjust
their position/orders on one market, depending on the results of the other. As the dependencies are however not
explicitly reflected in the orders or the clearing process, current markets are considered single carrier markets.
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In a multi-carrier market both single and multi-carrier orders are present. Also Carrier-agnostic orders can
be considered as a special case for multi-carrier orders.

4.7 Locality of the market
Multi-carrier markets can cover several geographical territories that contain one or more energy systems
from different carriers.21 That is, there can be several spatial areas within a multi-carrier market that are
not necessarily the same size and can overlap. In addition, different energy vectors have different physical
characteristics (networks, losses, transport possibility, conversion, storability, etc.) and therefore, locality
has to be accounted for in different ways. Gas and electricity energy systems are mostly operated at
national or even continent-wide scales. One can see that the geographical scope of a market of gas and/or
electricity can easily span over the geographical scope of one or several local market(s) of another carrier
(e.g., heat).
Electricity markets in Europe have been developing towards national and even international levels. Recently
however, there is also a trend in developing local electricity markets to enable competition at the
distribution grid scale (regional or district level) due to the emergence of distributed energy resources
(DERs) and energy storage systems. It is reasonable to assume that in the future, local electricity trades
could also be settled through some type of local market arrangements.
District heating and local multi-energy systems (MES) are typically localised. That is, they are not
geographically extensive due to the economics (e.g. high investment) and high transport losses. As a result,
they are typically developed around urban centres. Multi-carrier markets (associated to localised multienergy systems) can therefore be considered at this very local level, i.e. at the level of a local multi-energy
system. On the other hand, multi-carrier systems and markets can also be considered at a higher (national
or even supra-national) level. If, for instance, one would consider tighter market integration between gas
and electricity systems only, national or supra-national multi-carrier market integration schemes could be
applied.
We therefore look into market schemes where one or more national or supra-national market (called global
market in this report) overlaps (geographically and economically) with several local ones (called local
markets).
In what follows we make a distinction between local and global markets:
•

•

Global market: a market operated by a global market operator which manages energy trades
at large regional-wide scale (e.g., national, supra-national) (mostly over high-voltage electricity
network or high-pressure gas pipeline system).
Local market: a market operated by a local market operator which manages energy trades at
smaller local geographical scales comprising for example one or multiple medium or low
voltage electricity network(s), low pressure gas network(s) and/or heat network(s).

21

As opposed to single carrier markets (e.g., electricity market) that are more global (except for heat) and span over
one or several price zones (e.g., countries).
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4.8 Market sequence
A distinction could be made between sequential and non-sequential markets.
Sequential markets
In the case of sequential markets, the markets of different carriers are cleared separately, one by one, in a
predefined sequence per carrier, which is known by all market parties in advance. Note that we assume
here that the outcome of clearing of an anterior market is communicated to market participants well in
advance, before the gate of the market of the next carrier is closed. In this way, market participants can
update their orders in the following markets based on the results of the preceding carrier markets.
Non-sequential markets
In case of non-sequential markets, the sequence by which markets of different carriers are cleared would
overlap. A special case would be simultaneous markets, where markets of different carriers are closed and
cleared at the same time.

4.9 Level of decentralisation
In the context of this work, level of decentralisation describes the way different global and/or local markets
of one energy carrier or several energy carriers are coordinated with respect to each other. A key distinction
we can make is whether it is centralised or decentralised. In the following paragraphs, we describe these
notions.
Centralised market structure
In a centralised market structure, we consider only one market cleared by a unique centralised operator
pursuing a common market objective22. The market operator determines the market clearing volumes and
prices while having access to all information (e.g. the supply /demand orders of all market participants). An
illustration of a centralised market structure is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Centralised market structure.
The blue and red circles represent respectively the consumers and the producers. The yellow circle in the middle represents
the unique centralised entity that operates the market. The black lines represent the information exchange (i.e., orders and
market results) between market participants and the centralised market operator.

22

Note that a centralised market clearing is formulated as an optimisation problem. This optimisation problem can be
decomposed for the purpose of more efficient computation of the market clearing outcome. Nevertheless, the market
structure is centralised as long as the definition given above applies.
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Decentralised market structure
In a decentralised market structure, there are multiple markets operated by different market operators.
Each market pursues its own individual objective. In this case, the market operators receive supply/demand
orders from the respective market participants (that fall within the physical energy system the market
operator is in charge of), and hence they do not have full information of the whole energy system during
the clearing process. Note that one can consider different levels of information exchange and/or
coordination between two or more market operators.
In a decentralised market structure, there can be a hierarchy between different markets (but it is not
necessary)23. This will be discussed to the needed extent in the subsequent tasks and deliverables of the
MAGNITUDE project.
A decentralised market structure as defined in this deliverable involves a “breaking of the agents’ decision
process”. This breaking can be simultaneous resulting in a non-cooperative game setting: one agent (the
market operator) optimises its decisions considering as fixed the decision of the others, and reciprocally.
Also, some power relation might be introduced to justify this breaking: one agent acts as a leader
anticipating the rational reaction of the follower(s), while the follower(s) react optimally as expected by the
leader. Such a setting leads to a special form of non-cooperative game, called Stackelberg game (Wei, Jing,
Wu, & Wu, 2017)24.
A distributed market structure is a special case of a decentralised market structure. In a distributed market
structure, all the market operators share relevant information with each other. Although each of the market
operators can have their own objective, it is possible to ensure that they converge towards a common
objective function via e.g. a decomposition coordination mechanism. However, if a decomposition
coordination mechanism is in place, there is a need for a centralised entity that guarantees that the output
of the distributed markets converges to the defined common objective. Another possibility for the
implementation of a distributed market structure is a peer-to-peer market setup, in which no
decomposition coordination mechanism is in place, and hence in which there is no need for the introduction
of a master/centralised entity.
An illustration of a possible decentralised market structure is given in Figure 5. Note that there are many
other possibilities of a decentralised market structure. In this example, there is a centralised market at the
global level (depicted in the middle) with market participants that have direct access to this global market.
In addition, there are a number of local markets, which have their own pool of participants with their
individual market objectives. The black lines indicate the possible coordination or information exchange
during the clearing process.

23

Note that a distinction can be made between sequential decision making and hierarchical decision processes.
Sequential decision making involves timing in the agents’ decision (clearing, information exchange, decision process
updates more generally), whereas a “hierarchy” involves some leader-follower relation, where this power relation is
being translated through the capability of the leader to anticipate the reaction of the follower.
24
Power relation might be captured through other mechanisms like generalised Nash bargaining, principal-agent
mechanisms or coalitional games resulting in distributed market structures that are out of the scope of this
deliverable.
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Figure 5. Decentralised market structure.
The blue circles represent the consumers and red circles represent the producers. The yellow circles present the market
operators. The black circles represent the geographical territory of the markets. The black lines represent the information
exchange between various market participants, as well as different markets.

Note that, due to the limited access that the market operators have to supply /demand orders and due to
the decentralisation of the clearing process of the local markets, the market result of this market structure
does not in general coincide with a social welfare optimum25. Note that every local market in this example
is operated in a centralised manner, but local markets are coordinated in a decentralised fashion against
each other.

25

Although it can coincide with the social welfare optimum given some mathematical conditions are satisfied. Further
discussion on the topic is out of scope of this deliverable.
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5 Multi-carrier market schemes
In this chapter we will introduce several multi-carrier market schemes.

5.1 Assumptions and dimensions considered
A complete market architecture for electricity markets would consider all submarkets (such as day-ahead
energy market, intraday energy market, ancillary service market …). Similarly, a complete market
architecture for multi-carrier energy markets should also consider all submarkets and services as studied in
deliverable D3.1 of the MAGNITUDE project (Cauret, et al., 2019). In this analysis we will however limit
ourselves to one submarket, i.e. the day-ahead energy market, but we will consider this submarket for
different carriers (i.e. heat, electricity and gas) as explained in section 3.3.
In this deliverable we will introduce multi-carrier market schemes, which could be seen as a part of an
overall multi-carrier market architecture (which is out of the scope of the MAGNITUDE project). A multicarrier market scheme comprises a set of submarkets to trade different energy carriers day-ahead. Such
multi-carrier market can be described by the following two market dimensions defined in chapter 4:
•
•

the multi-carrier market integration (the combination of single and/or multi-carrier markets
chosen)
the locality of these markets (the consideration of local and/or global markets )

These two dimensions are of special importance as they represent the extent to which the physical reality
of multi-energy systems and their locality is taken into account in the market design.
A submarket is assumed to be operated by one market operator26 who is responsible for the market
clearing27 of this specific submarket according to a specific objective. A submarket is in effect a market on
itself. That is why the terms “submarket” and “market” are used interchangeable in this deliverable. Table
3 below shows the submarkets which will be considered in our multi-carrier market schemes based on the
two dimensions mentioned above.
Table 3: Submarkets considered in the multi-carrier market schemes

Single carrier market

Multi-carrier market

Local market

Global market

Heat

Yes

No

Electricity

No

Yes

Gas

No

Yes

Electricity and gas

No

Yes

Electricity, heat and gas

Yes

Yes

Other combinations

No

No

26

A market operator can also operate multiple submarkets.
Market Clearing is the process of receiving the supply /demand orders for the carrier (single carrier market) or
carriers (multi-carrier market) to be traded in a certain submarket, forming the aggregated supply and demand curves
and finding the cross-section of the two curves to determine the market clearing price(s) and market clearing
volume(s) for the carrier(s) considered. More advanced market clearing mechanisms are considered when advanced
orders are used to model conditional acceptances, minimum power output levels, start-up costs,...
27
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In this report, we narrow down the scope to cases where no local gas or local electricity market is
considered. Currently local gas markets are non-existent throughout Europe. Although local electricity
markets have begun to emerge recently, they are not yet commonly deployed. So even though local
electricity (or even local gas) markets could be an interesting track for future markets, they are not
considered here as the focus of the MAGNITUDE project is specifically on the integration of heat, gas, and
electricity systems through market mechanisms. Single-carrier electricity and gas markets are thus only
considered at the global level.
On the other hand, local heat markets and local multi-carrier markets are considered as district heating
systems and multi-energy systems are typically embedded locally. Global (single carrier) heat markets are
not considered for the same reason.
Multi-carrier systems and markets can also be considered at a higher (national or even supra-national) level.
Two types of global multi-carrier markets are therefore considered: an integrated market for electricity,
heat and gas or one for electricity and gas only.
Some of the other dimensions introduced in section 4, will already be fixed based on current practices in
electricity and other energy markets across the EU. The energy will be traded on a power exchange. The
considered markets will be assumed to apply a uniform price auction (i.e., pay-as-clear), and zonal pricing28
will be assumed. Regarding the temporal aspects, we will adopt interval clearing for the DA market clearing.
The clearing horizon will be 24 hours with a temporal resolution of one hour (or possibly a quarter of an
hour). In addition, a call market is assumed where energy orders are traded at a specific time.
Both single and multi-carrier orders will be considered, including multi-carrier orders representing
carrier-agnostic demands or offers. During the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project, we will show how
multi-carrier orders can be used to reflect various linkages that exist between energy trades in different
carriers and therefore, the interdependencies that exist between the supply and/or demand orders of
different market participants.
There are four types of physical linkages which can be distinguished in multi-carrier systems:
•

•

Temporal linkage.
For energy there are multiple markets for the same commodity or there are markets spanning
different time steps. In such cases, a same product can be traded at different times. One practical
example is a storage asset: here an energy form can be stored in at one point of time and
released later when needed. One can see that, the decision regarding the time and the amount of
energy to be stored and released strongly depends on the energy price at the time of storage and
at the time of release. Note that in this example, the storage unit is not interested in the marginal
generation cost, but in the price spread between the time of storing and releasing. Therefore,
strong temporal linkages may lead to pricing and/or operational practices that are different from
those that are based on conventional marginal pricing practice.
Spatial linkage
Spatial linkage is associated to the quality that in some markets, a same commodity can be traded
in different locations. The transport costs and the transmission capacity constraints pose limits on

28

If a day-ahead energy market comprises different zones, there will be distinct prices for each of the zones. Each
zone could be considered as a separate submarket. For reasons of simplicity, we won’t make this in our high-level
market schemes. In subsequent phases of the MAGNITUDE project, when really designing the multi-carrier market
schemes more in detail, this will however be considered.
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•

•

the amount by which a commodity (in the context of this project, an energy carrier) can be
exported by one market or imported by another market. These spatial linkages can induce
different prices at different locations due to transportation limitations and losses (energy transfer
over long distances). Therefore, they are important to consider in the clearing process. These
linkages can be considered directly, by enforcing transportation constraints explicitly or indirectly
via advanced orders.
Supply side linkage
Linkage through the supply-side corresponds to the fact that the cost of providing a commodity in
one market depends in part on prices in other markets. Therefore, the price a producer is willing
to pay for one input depends on the price of the other input.
Demand side linkage
Demand side linkage expresses the quality that a final consumer’s willingness-to-pay for one
commodity depends on the price of the other commodity. For instance, industrial processes could
need energy from several carriers to operate the plant.

The mapping of such linkages in multi-carrier orders can be a difficult process and requires further analysis.
This will be further considered in the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project.
Other dimensions such as the level of decentralisation and the market sequence are left open at this stage
as different possibilities are plausible. Various possibilities will be examined when the design of market
schemes will be looked into in more details in the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project.
For each of the market schemes described in this section, one potential implementation will be visualised
via a sequence diagram as an illustration. The following roles will be considered in the different sequence
diagrams:
•

•

Market operator (local / global)
o Local multi-carrier market operator (Local MC MO)
o Global multi-carrier market operator (Global MC MO)
o Local heat market operator (Local heat MO)
o Global gas market operator (Global gas MO)
o Global electricity market operator (Global electricity MO)
Market participant (MP)

Market participants to the day-ahead energy markets can be large producers or large industrial
consumers with direct access to the day-ahead energy market. Moreover, they can also be traders,
suppliers, or aggregators representing a large group of consumers and/or prosumers. Similarly, in the
context of multi-carrier markets, owners of large multi-energy facilities can have direct access to multicarrier markets whereas smaller consumers / prosumers of different carriers might be represented by an
intermediary.
It should be noted that day-head (and intraday) electricity trades are associated with the balancing
obligations of the Balance Responsible Parties (BRP). A Balance Responsible Party (BRP) “is a market
participant or its chosen representative responsible for its imbalances” (EU, 2017). More details on the
balancing obligation in the current day-ahead electricity market is given in (Cauret, et al., 2019). Balancing
obligations related to gas and heat are currently less strict. A detailed analysis of how balancing
responsibility and the associated processes might evolve in the context of multi-energy markets is out of
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scope of the MAGNITUDE project but it is certainly an important aspect to investigate when considering
the actual implementation of such markets.
In the remainder of this section, the different multi-carrier market schemes which will be considered in
the MAGNITUDE project will be described. Table 4 summarises the representative icons that are used to
visualise a market and/or a submarket under different market schemes.
Table 4: Representation of the submarkets in the different market schemes.

Multi-carrier market integration

Representation

Single carrier market Heat

Electricity

Gas

Multi-carrier market

Electricity, heat and gas

Electricity and gas
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5.2 MS 1: Single carrier energy market scheme
This market scheme resembles the existing energy market design in the EU the most, considering existing
country-specific differences (Cauret, et al., 2019). It anticipates the evolution of day-ahead gas markets to
call markets with higher liquidity and the emergence of day-ahead heat markets. This market scheme can
thus be considered in some way as the current state with the addition of day ahead heat markets in the
local context and the harmonisation of the different day-ahead markets. In the single carrier energy market
scheme, the developments of the different markets are however projected to happen independently. As a
result, separate day-ahead energy markets are organised for the different energy carriers (i.e., gas, heat,
electricity) in this market scheme. There are no formal links between markets in the product definition
and/or the market clearing process. Markets of different carriers are therefore considered as single carrier
markets.
Market participants have to predict or guess certain interactions between carriers and market outcomes
when submitting their orders in markets of different carriers. Figure 6 visualises a simplified representation
of this market scheme.
Gas and electricity markets are considered as global markets. Note that only local heat markets are
considered.

Figure 6: Simplified representation of Market scheme 1 “Single carrier energy market scheme”
The scheme comprises one electricity market and one gas market at the global level and several heat markets at the local
level.

Several advantages and disadvantages can be identified when considering this market scheme (van
Stiphout, Virag, Kessels, & Deconinck, 2018):
•

Advantages:
o This market scheme requires the least effort to shift from the current situation.
o Limited complexity in market clearing and product definition.
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•

Disadvantages:
o Market participants are exposed to uncertainty to participate with conversion technologies to
the different markets, which can lead to unprofitable accepted bids or even infeasible market
outcomes.
o Even if it converges to a feasible solution, the proposed market scheme falls short to capture
the growing linkages (i.e., interdependencies) across different carriers in the clearing process
and therefore, will not necessarily lead to global maximisation of social welfare as the
different markets pursue their own objective (that can be different and/or in conflict).
Each market has its own gate closure time. Different options can be considered (e.g. overlapping market
sequences (see Section 4.8)). By choosing adequate gate closure times, clearing times and the times for
publishing the results for different markets, these markets can in effect be sequential, thereby allowing
market participants to readjust their position for the next market(s), taking into account the clearing
outcome of the previous market(s). This situation is shown in the sequence diagram below (see Figure 7).
The sequence diagram visualised in Figure 7 takes the viewpoint of one market participant which belongs
to the market area of one local heat market, and has access to one global electricity market and one global
gas market. In this example, there is a predefined sequence of market clearing per carrier i.e. heat,
electricity and gas. This clearing sequence is known in advance. The diagram shows the interactions
between the depicted roles (i.e. Market Participant, Local heat Market Operator, Global electricity Market
Operator and Global gas Market Operator) in the case of sequential clearing: first, the Market Participant
submits orders to the Local heat Market Operator. Once the market is cleared, the market outcome
(accepted quantities and price for heat), is communicated to the Market Participant via the Local heat
Market Operator. Based on the outcome of this market, the Market Participant can then submit electricity
buy or sell orders to the Global electricity Market Operator, who afterwards clears the markets and shares
the market outcome with the Market participants. Consequently, the Market Participant can then submit
its orders to the gas market, taking into account the market outcome of the two previous markets.
Note that this is just an example, and many other set-ups are possible within this market scheme (e.g.
different market sequences). This will be further studied during the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project.
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Local
heat MO

MP

Global
electricity MO

Global
gas MO

Heat buy/sell order

Clearing
Accepted quantity/price
for heat

Electricity buy/sell order

Clearing
Accepted quantity/price
for electricity

Gas buy/sell order

Clearing
Accepted quantity/price
for gas

Figure 7: Sequence diagram of one potential implementation of Market scheme 1 “Single carrier energy market scheme”.

5.3 MS 2: Mixed single and multi-carrier energy market scheme
In this market scheme, energy carrier market integration is considered only at the local level. A fundamental
assumption here is that multi-carrier market integration takes place at the local MES level.
In this market scheme, there are multi-carrier markets for electricity, gas and heat at the local level.
Interactions between carriers on the local multi-carrier markets are reflected via multi-carrier orders and
therefore, are accounted for in the market clearing process.
At the global level, there are only single carrier markets for electricity and gas.
Note that there is no integration between markets at local level and global level as they are pursuing their
individual objectives (which may or may not be in conflict). The interactions and coordination needed
between the local and global markets will be studied further during the next phases of the MAGNITUDE
project. Figure 8 shows a simplified representation of this market scheme.
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Figure 8: Simplified representation of Market scheme 2 “Mixed single and multi-carrier energy market scheme”
The scheme comprises one single carrier electricity market and one single carrier gas market at the global level and several
multi-carrier markets for gas, heat and electricity at the local level

Several advantages and disadvantages can be identified when considering this market scheme:
•

Advantages:
o This design addresses the need for more energy system integration at the local level.
o Still a realistic shift from the current European energy market design.
o Local economic multi-carrier system optimisation possible.
• Disadvantages:
o Need for more complex clearing and order formats at local level.
o More complex bidding system needed to generate multi-carrier orders.
o More difficult to coordinate the interactions between local and global markets.
o Local multi-carrier markets might be rather illiquid.
o This market scheme will not necessarily lead to global maximisation of social welfare as the
local and global markets pursue their own objective (that can be different and/or in conflict).
One potential implementation of this market scheme is where the local and global markets are sequential.
This situation is shown in the sequence diagram in Figure 9. In this example, first the local markets are
cleared. Then, the global markets are cleared (different sequences possible). In this example, after the local
markets are cleared, the global electricity market is cleared and subsequently, the global gas market is
cleared.
The sequence diagram takes the viewpoint of one Market Participant which belongs to the market area of
one Local multi-carrier market, and which has access to a global market for electricity and gas respectively.
The diagram shows the interactions between the depicted roles (i.e. Market Participant, Local Multi-carrier
Market Operator, Global electricity Market Operator and Global gas Market Operator) in the case of
sequential markets. The Market Participant first submits a combination of single carrier and multi-carrier
orders to the Local Multi-carrier Market Operator. Once the market is cleared, the market operator
communicates the market outcome (accepted quantities and prices for heat, electricity and gas) to the
Market Participant. Considering the market outcome, the market participant then submits electricity buy
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or sell orders to the Global electricity Market Operator, who clears the markets and shares the market
outcome with the Market Participant. Finally, the Market Participant submits gas orders to the global gas
market and receives the gas market outcome.
Note that the set-up visualised in Figure 9 is provided as an illustrative example. Other set-ups are also
possible.

Local
MC MO

MP

Global
electricity MO

Global
gas MO

Electricity buy/sell order
Gas buy/sell order
Heat buy/sell order
Multi-carrier buy/sell order
Clearing
Accepted quantities / market prices
for electrticity, gas and heat

Electricity buy/sell order

Clearing
Accepted quantity/price
for electricity

Gas buy/sell order

Clearing
Accepted quantity/price
for gas

Figure 9: Sequence diagram of one potential implementation of Market scheme 2 “Mixed single and multi-carrier energy
market scheme”.

5.4 MS 3: Coexisting global and local multi-carrier energy market scheme
In this market scheme, market integration of different energy carriers is considered both at the local and
global level.
This market scheme could be seen as a logical next step after Market Scheme 2. The main difference with
market scheme 2 is that, here, gas and electricity markets at the global level are also integrated into a single
multi-carrier market.
Note that, markets at local and global levels are not integrated and therefore, each can pursue their own
objective. As a result, in this market scheme there is a unique multi-carrier market for electricity and gas at
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the global level and there are multiple local multi-carrier markets for heat, gas and electricity at the local
level.
Interactions between carriers on multi-carrier markets are enabled via multi-carrier orders and constraints,
and therefore, such interactions are accounted for in the market clearing (process).
Figure 10 shows a simplified representation of this market scheme.

Figure 10: Simplified representation of Market scheme 3 “Coexisting global and local multi-carrier energy market scheme”
The scheme comprises one multi-carrier market for gas and electricity at the global level and several multi-carrier markets for
gas, heat and electricity at the local level.

Several advantages and disadvantages can be identified when considering this market scheme:
•

Advantages:
o Linkages between carriers can be captured on the market at both local and global levels.
• Disadvantages:
o Need for more complex clearing and order formats at global and local levels.
o More complex bidding system needed to generate multi-carrier orders.
o More difficult to coordinate the interactions between local and global markets.
o Local multi-carrier markets might be rather illiquid.
o This market scheme will not necessarily lead to global maximisation of social welfare as the
local and global markets pursue their own objective (that can be different and/or in conflict).
One possible implementation of this market scheme is where the local and global markets are cleared
sequentially. This situation is shown in the sequence diagram below (see Figure 11). In this example, the
local markets are cleared first. The sequence diagram takes the viewpoint of one market participant which
belongs to the market area of one local multi-carrier market for gas, heat and electricity, and one global
multi-carrier market for electricity and gas. The diagram shows the interactions between the depicted roles
(i.e. Market Participant, Local Multi-carrier Market Operator, Global Multi-carrier Market Operator) in the
case of sequential markets.
The Market Participant first submits a combination of single carrier and multi-carrier orders to the Local
Multi-carrier Market Operator. Once the local market is cleared, the market operator communicates the
market outcome (accepted quantities and prices for heat, electricity and gas) to the market participants.
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Based on this market outcome, the market participants can then submit a combination of single carrier and
multi-carrier orders to the Global Multi-carrier Market Operator, which clears the global market and
communicates the market outcome to the Market participant. Other set-ups are also possible.

Figure 11: Sequence diagram of one potential implementation of Market scheme 3 “Coexisting global and local multi-carrier
energy market scheme”.

5.5 MS 4: Local multi-carrier energy market scheme
It is reasonable to assume that in the future, energy trades can be settled through some type of local market
arrangements. In this regards, Market Scheme 4 can be considered as the most innovative scheme as there
are only local multi-carrier markets (for heat, gas and electricity). Interactions between carriers on the local
multi-carrier markets are considered via multi-carrier orders and within the market clearing. Interactions
between the different local markets will also be considered. It is assume that large market participants are
allowed to bid separately into different local markets. Inter-local markets coordination and operation of
the corresponding network infrastructures are important topics but are beyond the scope of the
MAGNITUDE project.
There are many possibilities for interactions between local markets. One set-up could be described as
follows. The local multi-carrier market operators communicate with the other local multi-carrier market
operators during the market clearing, as to reach consensus on the physical trades between their
corresponding market areas.
Figure 12 shows a simplified representation of this market scheme.
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Figure 12: Simplified representation of Market scheme 4 “Local multi-carrier energy market model”
The scheme comprises only local multi-carrier markets for gas, heat and electricity.

Several advantages and disadvantages can be identified when considering this market scheme:
•

Advantages:
o Linkages between carriers can be represented on the market at local level.
o Depending on the implementation, market participants may have more autonomy.
• Disadvantages:
o Drastically different from the current practice and evolution.
o Need for more complex clearing and order formats.
o More complex bidding system needed to generate multi-carrier orders.
o Need for more complex communication/coordination between different local markets.
o Local multi-carrier markets might be rather illiquid.
o No guarantee of reaching the optimal social welfare as the local markets can pursue their own
objective (that can be different and/or in conflict).
o Lack of a system wide view; if not designed adequately, can result in energy imbalance at
global level.
One potential implementation is explained in Figure 13. In this example, all local markets first collect bids
from market participants in their market area, i.e. Market Participant 1 sends a combination of single carrier
and multi-carrier orders to the Local Multi-carrier Market Operator 1, while Market Participant 2 sends its
orders to the Local Multi-carrier Market Operator 2. It is reasonable to assume that there are a large
number of local Multi-carrier markets present. Afterwards there is a phase of bid sharing and trading
between the different local markets, followed by the market clearing of each local market. In a final step
the market outcome is shared with the Market participants.
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MP 1

Local
MC MO 1

MP 2
Electricity buy/sell order
Gas buy/sell order
Heat buy/sell order
Multi-carrier buy/sell order

Local
MC MO 2

Electricity buy/sell order
Gas buy/sell order
Heat buy/sell order
Multi-carrier buy/sell order
Bid sharing / trading
between the local markets

Clearing

Clearing

Accepted quantities / market prices
for electricity, gas and heat

Accepted quantities / market prices
for electricity, gas and heat

Figure 13: Sequence diagram of one potential implementation of Market scheme 4 “Local multi-carrier energy market
scheme”.

5.6 MS 5: Unified multi-carrier energy market scheme
In this Market scheme there is only one unified multi-carrier market for heat, gas and electricity. There is
thus one common market for different energy carriers, operated by a unique Multi-carrier Market Operator
that processes orders at local and global levels. Interactions between carriers are considered via multicarrier orders and constraints, and within the market clearing.
In this specific market set-up, locality of heat needs to be explicitly accounted for in the market clearing.
Figure 13 shows a simplified representation of this market scheme.

Figure 14: Simplified representation of Market scheme 5 “Unified multi-carrier energy market scheme”
The scheme comprises one global multi-carrier market for gas, heat and electricity.
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Several advantages and disadvantages can be identified when considering this market scheme:
•

Advantages:
o Global maximisation of social welfare is possible.
o Market Participants only need to consider one market for the different carriers.
• Disadvantages:
o Need for more complex clearing and order formats.
o More complex bidding system needed to generate multi-carrier orders.
o Different sizes of heat and electricity and gas systems (and hence markets) and their physical
coupling/decoupling have to be taken into account at once in the market clearing, which
increases the estimated computational complexity.
One potential implementation of this market scheme is shown in the sequence diagram below (see Figure
15). Although the market clearing and the bidding process within this market scheme are rather complex,
the interactions are quite simple as there is only one market. The Market Participant submits a combination
of single carrier and multi-carrier orders to the Global (unified) Multi-carrier Market Operator. Once the
market is cleared, the market outcome (accepted quantities and prices for heat, electricity and gas), is
communicated to the Market Participant.

MP
Electricity buy/sell order
Gas buy/sell order
Heat buy/sell order
Multi-carrier buy/sell order
Locality of heat

Global
MC MO

Clearing
Accepted quantities / market prices
for electricity, gas and heat

Figure 15: Sequence diagram of one potential implementation of Market scheme 5 “Unified multi-carrier energy market
scheme”.
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6 Evaluation of proposed market schemes
In this chapter Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are identified, which can be used to assess and analyse
the effectiveness of various market schemes and - in the next phases of the project – also of more specific
market designs regarding their technical merits, economic benefits and computational complexities. Based
on a subset of these KPIs, the different market schemes proposed in the previous chapter will be compared
qualitatively.

6.1 Key Performance Indicators
This section defines a list of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). In addition, metrics are proposed to calculate
the selected KPIs in a transparent and consistent manner. We define two groups of KPIs: qualitative KPIs
and quantitative KPIs. The qualitative KPIs are those that cannot be calculated numerically, but can be
assessed in a conceptual manner. The quantitative KPIs are those that can be calculated numerically. At this
phase of the project only a qualitative assessment can be done to analyse the different market schemes.
The quantitative assessment will be carried out at a later stage when market simulations will be performed
for a certain scenario to compare the performance of selected and implemented multi-energy market
designs with a benchmark design where no multi-carrier markets are considered (i.e. Market Scheme 1).
Table 5 presents the list of KPIs, a brief definition and a metric to calculate the KPIs. The Magnitude project
also focuses on enhancing the security of supply which relates to a more diverse, affordable, and reliable
energy provision. It is clear that the introduction of multi-carrier markets can increase the security of supply
by providing more options (multiple carriers) to cover the energy demand and by increasing the social
welfare. The market simulations which will be performed during the next phases of the project however do
not allow to make a detailed comparison between different market designs in terms of their contribution
to security of supply, so this impact will not be studied in detail and will be limited to a comparison of the
social welfare of the proposed market designs.
Table 5. List of Key Performance Indicators

Indicators

Metric

Definition

Market efficiency

Social Welfare

In classical welfare economics, market efficiency is measured through
social welfare or surplus, the sum of economic surpluses across all
market parties.

Computational
Complexity

Computational
time

Computational complexity is a computer science concept that focuses
on the amount of computing resources needed for particular kinds of
tasks, such as clearing algorithms.

Quantitative KPIs

In the context of this project, we consider the total computational time
for a given number of computational resources as the metric to measure
the complexity of the clearing problem.
Computational complexity of a market is therefore defined as the lump
sum of all the computational times to run all the market clearing
algorithms. Note that this is different from the computational
complexity of a single market clearing algorithm.
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Indicators

Metric

Definition

Cost benefit
analysis

Net revenue of
market
participants

Integration of
RES

Share of energy
from renewable
sources

The net revenue of a market participant per carrier is calculated as the
energy (of specific carrier) produced/consumed at every time instant
times the price of the energy market of that carrier at the time. In this
sense, the net revenue of energy producers is positive and the one of
energy consumers is negative.
This KPI will give insights on the profitability of different market designs
from the market participant point of view.
The share of energy from renewable sources is defined as the share of
final energy demand generated from renewable sources in the studied
market scenario.

Qualitative KPIs
Confidentiality
level

High / Medium /
Low

The level of detail of information about technical and economic
constraints of the underlying portfolio of the market participant shared
with the market operator.

Resemblance to
the current EU
energy market
designs

High / Medium /
Low

Extent to which the proposed multi-carrier market resembles the
current market design across the EU regarding legal, economic, and
administrative aspects.

Bidding algorithm
complexity

High / Medium /
Low

Complexity of the expected simplest bidding algorithm problem
formulation to create the most complex order format defined on the
market.

Mathematical
problem type

LP, QP, MILP,
MINLP

Complexity class of the expected market clearing problem formulation
e.g., linear programme (LP), quadratics programme (QP), mixed integer
linear programme (MILP), mixed integer nonlinear programme (MINLP).

6.2 Evaluation of market schemes
Table 6 provides a qualitative evaluation of the five Multi-carrier market schemes as discussed in chapter 5
based on a subset of the KPIs introduced above. The other KPIs are not considered at this stage as more
details on specific design aspects of the market schemes would have to be known before these KPIs can be
assessed. In what follows, we provide arguments to support the evaluation per KPI for every Market
scheme.
It should be noted that these market schemes are still very high-level and therefore, a detailed assessment
is not possible at this stage. The scoring should thus be interpreted as a relative and approximate
comparison between different schemes. The KPI assessment will be updated and complemented during the
next phases of the Magnitude project taking into account the results of the detailed analyses.
Table 6. Qualitative KPI assessment for the five Market schemes.

Market Scheme
MS1
MS2

MS3

MS4

MS5

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Resemblance to the current EU
●
●
energy market designs
● Highest ● Higher ● Moderate ● Lower ● Lowest

●

●

●

Indicators
Social welfare
Confidentiality level
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Social welfare
In the Single carrier energy market scheme (MS1), market participants have to predict or guess the market
outcome when bidding with conversion technologies into the different single-carrier markets and
therefore, it will not necessarily lead to global maximisation of social welfare as different markets pursue
their own objective. Also, in market schemes 2 to 4, there are different markets, pursuing their own
objective, but as one or more multi-carrier markets are present in each of these schemes, these schemes
already allow to better capture linkages between different carriers. They are expected to have a higher
economic efficiency, compared to MS1. At this stage, we will not make a distinction between the three
schemes (MS2, MS3, MS4) regarding economic efficiency as specific design aspects, and possibly physical
characteristics of the considered energy systems, would determine their respective ranking. Finally, within
the Unified multi-carrier energy market scheme (MS5) global maximisation of social welfare is possible.
Therefore, MS5 is considered as the ideal market scheme and can be used as the benchmark to assess the
performance of the other market schemes.
The following relative ranking regarding economic efficiency is thus proposed: MS5 > (MS2, MS3, MS4) >
MS1.
Confidentiality level
The level of detail of the underlying portfolio a market participant needs to share with the market operator
depends on the types of advanced (multi-carrier) products that are used/allowed. Advanced orders as such
entail a set of logical relations between different simple orders that are submitted to the market operator
of a same or different carriers. If multi-carrier orders for example oblige market participants to share
information about conversion efficiencies and about capabilities of conversion technologies, then the
confidentiality level as defined in Table 5 will be lower, even if the market operator is a trusted independent
party. However, if the market products are designed such that the information outlined above are kept
hidden from the operator, then the market confidentiality can be medium to high.
As multi-carrier markets are present in market schemes 2 to 5 and therefore at least some information on
linkages between carriers will have to be shared with the multi-carrier market operator, we assume that
the confidentiality level of these schemes is lower than the one of market scheme 1 where there are only
single-carrier market schemes. Again, we will not make a distinction between market schemes 2 to 5
regarding their difference in confidentiality level, as specific design aspects would determine their
respective ranking.
The following relative ranking regarding confidentiality is thus proposed: MS1 > (MS2, MS3, MS4, MS5).
Resemblance to the current EU energy market designs
Market scheme 1 is the closest to the current market structure that is implemented in Europe as markets
for different carriers are dealt with separately and their linkages are not considered in the market clearing.
Within market scheme 2, energy carrier market integration is considered only at the local level as this
market scheme starts from the assumption that multi-carrier market integration will start at the local MES
level. Therefore, it is assumed to be the second closest to the current energy market design. As multi-carrier
market integration is present both at the local and global level in market scheme 3, MS3 is even further
from the current design compared to the previous two schemes. In market scheme 5, there is only a global
multi-carrier market which entails that all local heat trades need to be dealt with at the global level, so this
entails a whole new approach so this diverges even more. Finally, market scheme 4 is the furthest from the
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current design as only local markets are present, disregarding the existence of global markets as they exist
today.
Consequently, the following relative ranking regarding resemblance to the current EU energy market
designs is in order: MS1 > MS2 > MS3 > MS5 > MS4
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7 Conclusions
This report has introduced five multi-carrier market schemes:
•
•
•
•
•

MS 1: Single carrier energy market scheme
MS2: Mixed single and multi-carrier energy market scheme
MS3: Coexisting global and local multi-carrier energy market scheme
MS4: Local multi-carrier energy market scheme
MS5: Unified multi-carrier energy market scheme

In the next phases of the project, some of the market schemes introduced in this report will be further
studied, i.e. high level market schemes will be translated to more specific market designs. This entails the
development of market products (i.e., constraints) and bid (order) types, as well as the market clearing
mechanism for the most promising market schemes.
As a benchmark, the project considers a market scheme where the markets related to different carriers
(electricity, gas, and heat) are not coupled, i.e. market scheme 1. Market scheme 1 will thus be studied
more in detail by comparing different design possibilities, e.g. analysing the effect of the sequence in which
the different single-carrier markets will clear. When looking at Table 6, it is clear that market scheme 1
relatively scores best on “confidentiality level” and “resemblance to the current EU energy market designs”,
whereas economic efficiency is expected to be lower.
Again, when looking at Table 6, it seems logical to further study market scheme 5 as this can be regarded
as “the best case” with respect to global welfare optimisation. In addition, it could be worthwhile to look
into market scheme 2 and 3 as these schemes still entail a realistic shift from the current situation and
solutions could be sought to come quite close to social welfare optimisation.
Market scheme 4 will not be further studied as this is the farthest from current reality and would entail a
whole new approach, requiring extensive regulatory, legal and technical adaptations and is not necessarily
in line with current evolutions.
A final decision on the market schemes and accompanying designs to model, implement and study, will be
made in the next phases of the MAGNITUDE project. In addition, a quantitative assessment will be carried
out as market simulations will be performed for a certain scenario to compare the performance of the
selected and implemented multi-energy market designs with the benchmark design (i.e. Market Scheme
1).
Beyond the conceptual work being done in the MAGNITUDE project, the comparison of market designs
would require more thorough analyses including a CBA (Cost Benefit Analysis) taking into account the
implementation costs and the impact on the transactions costs for all the stakeholders involved before
considering a real-life implementation. This is however not in scope of the MAGNITUDE project.
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Appendix A - Glossary
Buy order: A buy order is a binding offer submitted by a market participant to the market clearing platform
to off-take energy from one or multiple carrier(s). It is a synonym of a demand order.
Centralized market structure: In a centralized market structure, only one market is considered cleared by
a unique centralized market operator pursuing a common market objective.
Day-ahead market: The day-ahead market is a market where a commodity is tradable one day before
delivery.
Decentralized market structure: In a decentralized market structure, there are multiple markets operated
by different market operators. Each market pursues its own individual objective.
Demand order: A demand order is a binding offer submitted by a market participant to the market clearing
platform to off-take energy from one or multiple carrier(s). It is a synonym of a buy order.
Global market: A global market is a market operated by a global market operator which manages energy
trades at large regional-wide scale (e.g., national, supra-national).
Local market: A local market is a market operated by a local market operator which manages energy trades
at smaller local geographical scales comprising for example one or multiple medium or low voltage
electricity network(s), low pressure gas network(s) and/or heat network(s).
Market: A market is assumed to be operated by one market operator who is responsible for the market
clearing of this specific market according to a specific objective. Market and submarket are used as
synonyms in this deliverable.
Market clearing price: The market clearing price corresponds to the price determined in respect of each
delivery period as the result of the price calculation of the respective market. In a pure uniform price
auction, the market clearing price corresponds to the price at the intersection between the aggregated
supply and demand curves.
Market Clearing: Market Clearing is the process of receiving the supply /demand orders for the carrier
(single carrier market) or carriers (multi-carrier market) to be traded in a certain (sub)market, forming the
aggregated supply and demand curves and finding the cross-section of the two curves to determine the
market clearing price(s) and market clearing volume(s) for the carrier(s) considered.
Market design: A market design is one (out of many) realisation that is possible under a certain market
scheme. Market designs in particular specify amongst others the bidding products (orders) that market
participants can use, and the pricing rules which apply when clearing the market.
Market clearing platform: A market clearing platform is the electronic platform that receives and processes
the orders submitted to the market and carries out the market clearing process.
Market operator: The market operator is an entity that is responsible for all transactions (energy trades)
on the (sub)market(s) he represents.
Multi-carrier market scheme: A multi-carrier market scheme comprises a set of submarkets for day-ahead
trading of different energy carriers and is described by the following two market dimensions: the multicarrier market integration (the combination of single and/or multi-carrier markets chosen) and the locality
of these markets (local and/or global markets considered).
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Multi-carrier market: In a multi-carrier market, dependencies (i.e., linkages) between various carriers are
explicitly considered in the market products and the market clearing process. The dependencies between
carriers are captured through multi-carrier order types. In a multi-carrier market both single and multicarrier orders are considered.
Multi-carrier order: A multi-carrier order considers more than one carrier (at least two). It is an advanced
order type which reflects the multi-carrier techno-economic constraints of a conversion technology or of a
market participant’s portfolio.
Non-sequential markets: In case of non-sequential markets, the sequence by which markets of different
carriers are cleared overlap. A special case is simultaneous markets, where markets of different carriers are
closed and cleared at the same time.
Order: A binding offer (set of price/volume pairs, possibly with additional information) for which a market
participant seeks to make a transaction on a market.
Sell order: A sell order is a binding offer submitted by a Market participant to the Market Clearing Platform
to deliver one or multiple carrier(s) energy. It is a synonym of a supply order.
Sequential markets: In the case of sequential markets, the markets of different carriers are cleared
separately, one by one, in a predefined sequence per carrier, which is known by all market parties in
advance. Note that it is assumed that the outcome of clearing of an anterior market is communicated to
market participants well in advance before the gate of the market of the next carrier is closed. In this way,
market participants can update their orders in the following markets based on the results of the preceding
carrier markets.
Single carrier market: In a single carrier market the inter-dependencies (i.e., linkages) between different
carriers are not considered in the orders nor in the market clearing process. In a single carrier market only
single carrier orders are considered.
Single carrier order: A single carrier order only considers one carrier. It is a supply or demand order for a
single energy carrier which includes all information on quantity, price, etc.
Submarket: A submarket is assumed to be operated by one market operator who is responsible for the
market clearing of this specific submarket according to a specific objective. A submarket is in effect a market
on itself. Market and submarket are used as synonyms in this deliverable.
Surplus: Total surplus is the sum of consumer surplus and producer surplus. Consumer surplus is the area
under the market's demand curve and above the price of the commodity. Producer surplus is the area
below the market price and above the market's supply curve. (Stoft, 2002)
Supply order: A supply order is a binding offer submitted by a market participant to the market clearing
platform to deliver one or multiple carrier(s). It is a synonym of a sell order.
Temporal dependency: Temporal dependency corresponds to the characteristic of a market in which a
decision that a market agent makes at a time step, affects and/or is affected by decisions it makes in other
time steps.
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